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Following in the footsteps of Rigoberto Menchu, Maria Teresa Tula describes her childhood,
marriage, and growing family as well as her political consciousness, activism, imprisonment and
torture. The human side of the civil war in El Salvador and decades of repression come to the fore in
this woman's tale of extraordinary courage and ordinary labor.
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While the summary gives away some hints of the book there is a lot more to be covered specifically
how Maria Tulsa uncovers how much of the torture, murders and government terrorism in El
Salvador was aided by the United States. That's probably what people should focus on the most.
Even in today's age the hypocritical points the finger at Iraq and other countries for sponsoring
terrorism yet has aided terrorism and dictatorships in places like Argentina, Guatemala, Chile,
Nicaragua (Samoza dynasty) and many more country.Some things never change. Anyhow, as
mentioned Maria herself is born not just from a poor family but a poor crazy family. Her mother and
father are simply terrible cruel parents who don't give her daughter anything, her siblings abuse her
and low and behold it's her Grandmother who is the only person that Maria can honestly call a
relative.Later on she marries, and her husband is murdered by the government and labeled as a
terrorist for striking. Maria can't even find her husband's dead body to claim (something that
happened in other countries like Argentina where the government exterminated thousands of

people yet wouldn't even tell loved ones where their victims bodies where). Simply disgusting.
Maria's story is very familiar to people who have done research and have lived through this sort of
thing.She didn't just become a victim but an activist starting the Co-Madres group. Her story is sad
but inspirational it really deserves more attention than just the three reviews here on .com

this is the best book i have ever read. it is very exicting and uplifting. Maria Tula is one of the most
courageous individuals i have read about. being a woman i want to use maria as a model for myself
and my future daughters. any one who has experiecned domestic violence should read this book
because she expereinced and overcame it. please read and recommend this book to women and
men.

It is amazing to see what kind of atrocities go on in other parts of the world. What's even more of a
shock are the institutions put in place to keep the masses oppressed for the benefit of a few. This
book opened my eyes to the widespread repercussions of the cold war, and how the US supported
tyranous regimes in the name of "defending democracy".

This book was recommended reading for a political violence class I'm taking - and was one of the
most powerful books I've read about struggle and resiliency.

Great. Received the book on time

Great read.

A must read for anyone who is the least bit concerned with human rights--A lesson in the truth vs.
what the media provides us. Honestly written--a beautiful book
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